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Abstract 

Due to the nature of the protection and control equipment in modern substation environments, 
numerous data sources are associated with a substation protection or operation event. This data is in 
the form of the state of logical elements on the IEDs, any wave form recordings, the configuration 
settings and the GOOSE messages published by the IEDs. Due to the variety of data available, it can 
be cumbersome to obtain a complete picture of the system prior to, during, and after such an event has 
occurred. This is also true during the commissioning phase of a substation, as operational detail (even 
though initiated by testing activates) must be analysed for fault-finding purposes. 

 
A potential solution to this challenge of data collation is presented in this paper, where data of varying 
types, and from various vendor and IED types, is collected and presented for users to analyse in a 
uniform manner. This methodology has been implemented combining the data transfer mechanisms 
available in the modern substation environment (specifically part of the IEC 61850 standard), with open 
source visualisation and presentation tools. On the occurrence of a substation event, COMTRADE data 
is received from affected IEDs via IEC 61850 8-1 (file transfer), together with the current configuration 
state of the IEDs. The GOOSE data surrounding the event observable on the substation network is also 
recorded. The details of the above mentioned methodology are presented as a software utility, the 
components of which are almost all open source in nature. 
 
1. Introduction 

It can be cumbersome to obtain a complete picture of a protection and automation system when a 
substation protection or operational event has occurred. In addition to this, expanding infrastructure has 
resulted in the physical size of many substations growing, resulting in a proportional increase in the 
amount of data to be collected and analysed after such an event. The complexity of the deployed system 
has also increased, and many modern protection and control systems are distributed in nature. The 
result is that processes for system analysis or commissioning, require a large amount of configuration 
data to be traversed in order to obtain a complete picture of the system.  

Vendor specific software tools (including online debugging tools) provide the user with a means of real 
time analysis of the state of elements of devices, and Ethernet monitoring tools (such as Wireshark) 
allow for the monitoring of messages transmitted between devices. The challenge with the increase in 
system complexity and data quantity is that an engineer / or team of engineers has to collate this data 
in order to analyse the system. This applies during the commissioning phase of the substation, where 
teams from both SCADA and protection disciplines require access to the configuration and state of the 
system for testing purposes. It also applies during a fault investigation after a protection event has 
occurred. 

In much the same way as a wiring schematic describes the signalling between two devices connected 
in a hard wired fashion, the SCD of an IEC 61850 enabled substation, describes inter-device 
communications based signalling in a distributed protection solution. The process involved in tracing 
signals is time-consuming, as in most cases, both the logic file describing the configuration of the relay 
as well as the SCD file would need to be utilised to trace a signal from source to destination. This is 
cumbersome, as the user will have to refer to a number configuration files using multiple software 
programmes. Teams assigned to commission substations and analyse protection events have also 
grown, resulting in a number of individuals requiring access to the same set of data, possibly at the 
same time. 

Numerous protection and automation relay vendors offer excellent event collection facilities, but due to 
the nature of different vendors implementing IED functionality in a vendor-specific way, the overlap for 
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cross vendor data retrieval is limited to functionality implemented by the specific vendor, or well defined 
and utilised formats such as COMTRADE. 

A proposed solution detailed in this paper is to combine the monitoring features of software tools like 
Wireshark, with an algorithm able to programmatically traverse the configuration of a distributed 
protection and automation system, with the aim of being able to summarise signal transmission 
information for the user. The nature of GOOSE communications allows for the observation of signalling 
interaction between devices, where VLAN topology facilitates this. This facet of a modern substation is 
utilised by recording observable information and superimposing it over the represented configuration of 
the distributed system. This allows a user to play through records, view signal flows across devices, 
and relate these records to other data available from equipment installed at the substation. 

The above mentioned challenges and utilisation requirements have given rise to a data collection 
framework utility which utilises the uniformity of data access methods within the IEC 61850 standard. 
Data of varying type, from various vendor and IED type is collected and presented for a user (or number 
thereof) to analyse via a locally hosted web server. On the occurrence of a substation event, 
COMTRADE data and configuration settings are received from affected IEDs via IEC 61850 8-1 file 
transfer. The GOOSE data surrounding the event observable on the substation network is also 
recorded. The objective is to present a recording of the exact state of the system just prior to the event 
until shortly after the event has been cleared. The cumbersome process of tracing signals from source 
to destination has also been automated, as a logic tracing algorithm has been developed to trace signals 
which are a combination of both intra-device (within the logic file) and inter-device (within the SCD file) 
in nature. This feature is reliant on the device making configuration logic available in a standardised or 
decipherable way. 

There are three objectives to this paper: 

1. Simplify the analysis of distributed systems. 
2. Show that the data presentation and acquisition methods utilised to achieve this 

simplification (objective 1) are mostly freely available. 
3. Highlight the benefits of relay vendors providing configuration information about their relays 

via a uniform access methods. 

This paper begins with an overview of the layout of the utility, and then goes on to a discussion of data 
presentation methods utilised to create this utility. The acquisition of the source data is then discussed, 
and examples of features are presented. The paper concludes with the limitations and challenges faced 
during development, and provides a plan for future development. 

2. Front End Description 
2.1. The Information Age - Modern Tools for Data Representation 

The internet and the amount of ever-expanding online content has given rise to a number of software 
tools which facilitate the representation of large sets of data in a meaningful way. In other words, tools 
capable of converting data into information. Web users can view a wide range of data, from stock 
performance and market trends to weather and traffic information. Most of which are large sets of data 
manipulated and displayed to the user in an accessible way. 

From this point of view, web based technologies are a natural choice for the front end deployment of 
this framework, as all interested parties can access it via a standard web browser, from their computers. 
No additional software would be required to begin analysis. This method of content delivery also lends 
itself well to mass access, as well as remote access. Care should just be taken to ensure that the secure 
web server is implemented, should it be required.  

2.2. Technical details 

Starting with the point of access, a web browser is used to connect to a web server which supplies the 
collated data of each event. The web server acquires data via a web server gateway interface (WSGI) 
compatible web framework, which is Python based. The Python based web framework is responsible 
for supplying the web server with content, in the JSON format. This is then interpreted and displayed 
on the web page using an open source data visualisation library implemented in JavaScript. Using this 
JavaScript library circumvents the need to either develop or purchase a visualisation software library. 
The visual elements were rendered in the SVG format, which allowed for easy scaling and zooming of 
graphical elements without any loss of quality. The JavaScript framework also allows for user 
manipulation of data views, in order to expose or hide detail as necessary. For instance, a tree view 
can be expanded or collapsed independently from the web framework. The specific details of the 
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components of the web server software are summarised in the flow chart below. All of the components 
used for this method of content delivery are open source or freely available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. Layout and Appearance 

The software components of the front end described above are shown in Figure 2 below. The user is 
presented with an event selection pane, COMTRADE graph selection panes, and a signal flow chart. 
The elements shown below have been created with an html descriptor file, and are highly customisable 
with very minimal configuration effort. This is another advantage to using a web based deployment 
solution.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – General arrangement of the event collection utility 
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Figure 1 - Components of the web server front end 
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The user is able to load a captured event in order to observe captured COMTRADE and signalling data 
of interest. The timeline feature allows the user to play through the recording as necessary. The 
acquisition of the data from the IEDs is described in the section to follow: 

3. Components and Data Sources of a IEC 61850 Based Substation 

The key to this utility is to have a uniform method of access to each of the data sources of interest. The 
IEC 61850 specification provides much of this uniformity, as many of the following descriptive and 
functional elements are expected to be in place in a modern IEC 61850 compliant substation: 

 A station SCD file describing inter device communications, as well as Ethernet connection 
parameters. 

 An Ethernet network. 

 Devices offering MMS based file transfer. 

 Devices offering MMS based reporting. 

 Time synchronised devices. 

 GOOSE communications. 

 COMTRADE event storage of waveforms on protection relays. 

 An engineering workstation, or a place for one. 
 

3.1. Data Collection 

This utility would reside on a computing platform at the substation (typically the engineering workstation 
if present), and would require access to the substation LAN. More details relating to the Ethernet 
connection will be discussed in section 4 below. At the inception of the utility, the SCD file describing 
IEC 61850 based communications at the substation is parsed, and all GOOSE control block and dataset 
information is extracted. An inter-device signalling matrix is also constructed to facilitate programmatic 
tracing of signals between devices.  

An event is detected (triggered by the assertion of a signal in a MMS report or GOOSE message), 
COMTRADE data files are downloaded from the affected relays using MMS file transfer. A commercial 
third party driver (MMS to OPC data converter) was used for both report subscription and MMS file 
transfer. An open source MMS and GOOSE library is available (libIEC61850 [1]), and will be utilised in 
a future iteration of this utility. The result being that this project could become a completely community 
controlled initiative.  

An event does not have to be protection related, and are user configurable. For example, automation 
engineers may configure an event to be the initiation of a live bus change over sequence, or a simple 
circuit breaker operation for the purposes of checking faulty interlocking logic. 

The COMTRADE files are parsed using an open source COMTRADE parsing library, and converted to 
the JSON format for display via the web server.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3 – Components of the data acquisition framework 
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The logic files are downloaded from the affected relays to ensure that the latest device configuration is 
used for signal flow analysis, and parsed using the logic tracing algorithm developed specifically for this 
application. Essentially, this algorithm creates a logic association matrix by searching for logic elements 
which are used in multiple places. A key input (physical or virtual) logic element can then be traced to 
a point of output by the relay, even if the element is not used as an output element directly. This is 
combined with the inter device signalling matrix described above in order to trace a signal or the effect 
of a signal from source to final destination across a number of devices. This is obviously reliant on the 
IED being able to provide logic files in a usable or parsable format. This is another motivation for vendors 
to describe configuration logic in an open format, perhaps IEC 61131. It also requires that the vendor 
include the detail of the association between the logical element and the IEC 61850 name of the signal 
in the CID file of the device.  

3.2. Configuration representation 

The relationship between the signals is represented by a tree structure – due to the one to many nature 
of GOOSE mapping and logic element utilisation. In the example shown below, a user can clearly see 
the path of a signal as it propagates through logic elements and between relays. Starting at *s12_io1, 
the signal named IO.CBSIMG1.InsBlk.stVal derives the state from logic element LT06. Three devices 
subscribe to this signal, and the usage of each is summarised accordingly. One of these device uses 
this signal in a logic element which is published as SCA.CBCILO1.EnaOpn.general. This platform 
allows the user to obtain a complete picture of the configured state of the system across multiple 
devices, without being required to download a number of different configuration files. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Signalling representation 

The signal flow diagrams also demonstrate the importance of naming signals according the applicable 
IEC 61850 logical node name, as the signalling tracing result is more readable to the end user. Such a 
representation is more meaningful to a user than a list of GGIO signals. 

 

Figure 5 – Meaningful signal naming conventions.   
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3.3. GOOSE Recording 

In addition to relating configurations across IEDs, this framework records GOOSE data surrounding an 
event. This is done by recording GOOSE data at all times, and storing it into a circular buffer. A simple 
GOOSE protocol driver has been developed specifically for this purpose. 

At the end of an event, the contents of the circular buffer are recorded, and saved to a MySQL database. 
The users can then play through the captured GOOSE data applicable to a particular event. The 
following figures have been included to illustrate this point. It the starting time (t = 0 ms), the signal 
*.SCA.HVCOGAPC1.InProg.stVal is asserted. This is indicated by the large red dot next to the name 
of the signal and associated logic point. After some time (t = 28 ms), this signal de-asserts, and the 
large red dot is replaced by a smaller green dot. This data view could allow the user to correlate 
recorded GOOSE data with recorded COMTRADE data, should that be of interest. 

 

Figure 6 - Signal asserted 

 

Figure 7 - Signal de-asserted 

 
4. Limitations 

Not all devices will support all features of the IEC 61850 standard, so the level at which one can utilise 
this framework will be limited to the adherence of each IED type to the implemented features of the 
61850 standard. For instance – an I/O unit under investigation did not support file transfer over MMS, 
therefore device logic file had to be retrieved by an alternate method (FTP in that case). This adds 
complexity to the utility, as there is not a unified access platform to data on the system. 

Some IED types do not make logic configuration settings available in an open and interpretable format, 
and as a result the full path of signals on these IEDs could not be traced from source to destination. 
Devices which do not make configuration logic available in an interpretable manner are simply treated 
as black box devices, with only input and output signals reflected in the signal map.  

When configuring some devices it is not possible to update the CID file with GOOSE subscription data 
for the device. As a result, this subscription data is missing from the SCD file of the station. This 
subscription information is instead stored on a separate file, which again adds complexity to the utility, 
as a standardised point of access for configuration data cannot be used. It must also be stated that 
vendors implemented their respective <Private/> sections within the SCD files differently, so care had 
to be taken to interpret IED configurations, specifically GOOSE subscriptions, for each vendor type on 
a per case basis. 

Networks in which GOOSE traffic had been limited to specific areas using VLANs, i.e. bay segregated 
GOOSE traffic, pose a challenge for this utility.  A data interface of this utility must be exposed to this 
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traffic in order to observe these signals. A potential solution is to either to adapt the network architecture 
so that GOOSE traffic is observable to this utility, or to migrate from GOOSE monitoring to MMS report 
monitoring. This is not ideal, as an additional configuration step would be required for the devices in 
order to ensure that all out-going and incoming GOOSE traffic is reported via a buffered report. 
Currently, no transmitted signal data is monitored via MMS reports. 

5. Conclusion and Future Development 

This paper presents a functional description of an event retrieval and signal tracing utility, created to 
simplify protection operation investigation and commissioning activities. It was designed to utilise data 
access methods common to IEC 61850 capable devices. 

The following development avenues are proposed for this utility: 

1. Migrate to an open source IEC61850 library 
2. Expansion of the user interface to offer more views for data and signal flow analysis. 
3. Release the project as open source 

The reason for point 3 is simply that IEC 61850 provides an open framework for data access and 
transmission. Therefore, the tools used to monitor systems built on this framework should be open, as 
this will allow the user base to shape the nature of the tools to their requirements.  
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